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Trade in UNFCCC (or climate 
change in trade fora)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An array of trade issues surface throughout the climate change negotiations:  Sectoral issues – ag, bunkers, energy; Technology Transfer; Market mechanisms; even Shared Vision.

Trade is a highly sensitive issue, and its associated competitiveness concerns are an important factor why countries have difficulties moving forward with domestic and international commitments to reduce emissions. 

However, the trade implications of climate change and especially mitigation measures are frequently dismissed, removed from negotiations when they present obstacles, or ignored. There has been a strong divergence of views among parties whether to address trade at all in the UNFCCC.  At the same time, these issues are not dealt with in other international regulatory fora – for example within the WTO – although they appear to be starting to push their way in, though not peaceably, as disputes regarding new climate policies and measures begin.

The trade and climate linkages currently hinder advances in the negotiation process AT THE SAME TIME they present risks in terms of increased trade disputes as well as risks to countries economies – especially vulnerable countries – if not address.



Why trade matters
Trade is an engine for growth, and with the 
right flanking measures it serves to support 
social and economic development.

Distortions or restrictions to trade can 
hamper its contributions to sustainable 
development.
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There is no question that trade can be an engine for growth.  What’s more,  with the right context and accompanying measures, trade can support social and economic development. 
 
Nevertheless,  DISTORTIONS or RESTRICTIONS to trade can hamper its contributions to sustainable development [REPEAT].

Trade per se, is not a problem, nor is trade alone, or climate measures’ compatibility with trade rules, the issue to be addressed in this forum.  What is important is understanding that  trade is an important factor in generating growth --- growth which is necessary for achieving development and lifting millions of people out of poverty. The relevance of addressing trade-related consequences to “response measures” is about preventing negative outcomes generated by an otherwise, good intentions to reduce climate change. 




Mitigation requires major changes in production and 
consumption, as well as in global movement of goods 
and services. 
Trade measures are, in principal, intended to reduce 
GHG emissions... however they may, in practice, 
constitute a disguised restriction to trade. 
Unilateral and other measures to mitigate CC could 
adversely impact trade and economic development. 

Using trade policy to achieve climate- 
related goals
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Mitigating CC requires major changes in production and consumption, as well as global movement of goods and services.

While trade policies can be used to achieve climate-related goals, unilateral and other measures to mitigate CC may adversely impact trade and economic development if not carefully designed.  

This explains why parties have in the Convention, the Protocol, and the Cancun Agreements underscored that measures taken to combat CC should not constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination or a disguised restriction on international trade.  



Response measures that may impact social 
and economic development:

• Border carbon adjustment measures

• Free allowances in ETS

• Standards and labeling

• Subsidies for Energy, Agriculture, etc

• Taxes on maritime/aviation transport
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This is not an exhaustive list.   
Border measures:  is a tax at the border that levels the playing field between domestic production, of those who have paid for carbon, and imported goods from unregulated economies. The Result: restriction on exports. Although such measures have not yet been implemented, in light of draft legislation and public discussions,  ICTSD analysis shows that many developing countries, in particular those with export profiles that are strong in emissions intensive goods, would be exposed to such measures to the detriment of certain economic sectors. 

Free allowances:  Permits to emit or pollute, within emissions trading scheme that are handed out for free [often to the most  emissions intensive industries] ---  in some cases result in net-subsidies. Important windfall profits have been observed in particular in the power sector of a group of developed countries. Result: distort trade both in the domestic market and on the world market, ie not restricted to exports to the countries using the measure (as compared to BCAs).

Labelling:  Is a tool that can be effective for CO2 reduction.  However,  Difficult to account for carbon throughout the lifecycle, labels are often not based on solid scientific grounds. Has been observed by exporters of horticultural products in developing countries exporting to the EU. Result: restriction on exports.
Standards: there are attempts to develop carbon standards on a broad scale, such as ISO. Several difficulties arise, such as developing countries not having the capacity to effectively contribute in the development of the standard, even less in implementing it. Result: restriction on trade. 

Subsidies: countries wish to support the development and production of renewable energy or of energy-efficient technologies, and provide subsidies. This may distort trade and be contrary to trade rules. It is necessary to discuss what measures are necessary to support the shift to a low-carbon economy and to strike a balance between trade and climate change concerns. It is also necessary to make sure that support is not ore trade restricitve than necessary. A few disputes have been taken ot the WTO in this context, and more a relikley to come. 



Cause and Effect - Enhancing positive 
outcomes / Preventing adverse impacts

Research & Information:  widely sourced, carefully 
analysed

Discussion & Dialogue:  Permanent & regular; 
Parties; stakeholders;  Solutions-based

Cooperation - Tailored Financial / Technological 
support

Careful design
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Expert advisory group on Trade and Climate Change. Establishing a small group of specialists from inter-governmental, non-governmental organizations and academia could help to provide advice, research, and analysis on topics raised at the forum and explored throughout the work programme. This group could be instrumental to supporting information and ideas for the work programme and beyond. 
 
Dialogue Forum.  The Work Programme should include consideration and design of an ongoing, permanent forum for dialogue. In particular, the Work Programme can set forth a process and modalities to create an ongoing forum that will allow for parties as well as relevant organizations to consider issues and particular circumstances that arise as countries and regions implement new measures for mitigation. Such a forum could serve as a space to air concerns, present up-to-date information, and develop solutions.  Parties could also identify priority items for discussion, consideration and evaluate ways to address issues as part of the forum’s function. 

Expertise, research and information. The work program should include a process for compiling, structuring and making current research/information available on current impacts of response measures in a database or clearinghouse. The Work Programme should also consider the establishment of a pool of expertise made up of institutional databases, studies and experts that could inform these discussions where appropriate. 



Thank you.
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